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Introduction: Donor-site wound healing is a major ratelimiting step in how quickly burn 
patients recover from their injuries. We conducted a prospective, randomized, open-
label, controlled clinical trial of a novel oxygen-diffusing dressing (Oxyband), compared 
to our standard Xeroform donor-site dressing. 
 
Methods: The IRB approved this study. Oxyband is a directionally permeable, gas-
emitting reservoir which delivers oxygen to the wound surface. Burn patients with less 
than 30% TBSA and without major comorbidities, who were to undergo harvesting of 2 
symetrically placed donor sites, were enrolled. Patients served as their own controls.  
They underwent harvesting of split-thickness skin grafts at 10/1000”. One donor wound 
was dressed with OxyBand and the other with Xeroform gauze. The primary endpoint 
was time to confluent epithelialization. Wounds were inspected and photographed on 
postoperative days 4 and 8, and then every 2 days until they were healed, as 
determined by a staff burn surgeon. Pain scores at each site were also collected at 
these visits (rated by patients on a scale from 0-10). After both wounds were healed, 
patients were seen at a 30-45 day visit to photograph the wounds and assess cosmesis 
in blinded fashion. 
 
Results: 20 patients were enrolled, of which 17 completed the study. There were 3 
females and 17 males. Mean age was 35 years. Mean burn size was 9.2% TBSA 
(range 2-24%). Mean time to wound healing for Oxyband was 9.3 +/- 1.7 days, 
compared with Xeroform at 12.4 +/- 2.7 days (p<0.001). Pain scores were significantly 
lower (p<0.05) at the OxyBand site compared to the Xeroform site at postoperative days 
4, 8, 10, and 12. No difference in cosmesis was noted at long-term follow up. 
 
Conclusions: This study revealed a decrease in the time to healing of, on average, 3 
days with the oxygen-diffusing dressing. In addition, patient-reported pain at donor sites 
was decreased with the study dressing. 
 
Applicability of Research to Practice: An FDA-approved dressing was shown to 
decrease time to healing of donor wounds in a relatively healthy burn patient population. 
Further studies are needed to assess efficacy in patients with larger burns and/or more 
comorbidities. 
 
External Funding: OxyBand received advanced development funding from the U.S. 
Army Medical Materiel Agency (USAMMA). The Burn Center performed this clinical trial 
as part of a Cooperative Research and Development Agreement with Oxy-Band, 
receiving donated dressings to support the study. 








ABSTRACT


An in vitro study was conducted to determine whether increased oxygen tension (percent 
oxygen provided by OxyBand™ would increase Neutrophil (PMN) mediated killing of Acinetobacter 
baumannii. OxyBand™ has been shown to increase oxygen tension (increase and maintain 
elevated levels of dissolved oxygen in wounds (PO2) in full thickness wounds for extended periods 
of time. A recent in vivo study demonstrated OxyBand™ elevated PO2 in full thickness wounds to 
245 – 263 mmHg for twelve hours (when the study was completed) compared to PO2 in wounds 
treated with HBOT and covered with a film dressing that reached a PO2 level of 89 – 125mmHg.


Acinetobacter baumannii has emerged as a major cause of community-associated and nosocomial 
pneumonia. Infections with Acinetobacter have been an increasingly recognized problem for 
injured military personnel, particularly soldiers returning from Iraq and Afghanistan with burns 
and wounds caused by explosives. Studies have found in the case of Acinetobacter baumannii 
respiratory infections that neutrophils are rapidly recruited to the lungs following i.n. inoculation 
of the Acinetobacter baumannii pathogen and decline to baseline level upon clearance of the 
infection. Depletion of neutrophils using monoclonal antibody RB6-8C5 (in vivo) prior to infection 
resulted in an acute lethal infection that was associated with enhanced bacterial burdens in the 
lung (P < 0.05) and extrapulmonary dissemination to the spleen.


The study presented in this poster was designed to determine the affect of neutrophils on killing 
Acinetobacter baumannii by increasing oxygen tension in vitro. The question to be answered was 
whether killing of Acinetobacter baumannii by neutrophils would be proportional to local oxygen 
tension in vitro.


Results from the in vitro study confirm that PMNs kill Acinetobacter baumannii in an oxygen 
dependent fashion. Levels of oxygen provided by OxyBand™, should increase PMNs and 
therefore, increase in neutrophil mediated killing of Acinetobacter baumannii. Results suggest 
there is a beneficial effect of increasing oxygen tension on neutrophil mediated killing of 
Acinetobacter baumannii. From these data a clinical trial of traumatic and combat wounds seems 
indicated.  


OxyBand Technologies Inc. has developed OxyBand™ – a ready to deploy topical oxygen delivery 
system in a dressing that requires no external oxygen source and can be stored for prolonged 
periods in a simple foil wrapper. The delivery system is an FDA approved (510k) device which has 
illustrated ability to accelerate wound healing with less pain and without infection. Preliminary 
studies demonstrate that OxyBand™ maintains surface oxygen levels over a wound sufficient 
to enhance neutrophil bacterial killing for up to 5 days. It can be manufactured in any size, 
including small enough to be carried in webbing or a backpack, and large enough to treat wounds 
over significant body surface area. OxyBand™, if beneficial in preventing or treating infection/
contamination with Acinetobacter and potentially MRSA, will have a tremendous potential for 
widespread military use.


BACKGROUND


Hyperbaric oxygen has been shown to be effective in improving healing in selected clinical conditions. Similarly, 
local oxygen delivery has been shown to provide a stimulus to healing in a manner similar to hyperbaric oxygen. 
The exact mechanism of effect remains an open question for both technologies. Infections affecting wounds 
causing loss and death of tissue, chronicity, limbs and death represent a significant problem for both patients and 
the military and civilian health care delivery systems. Continued armed conflict and changing demographics of 
most developed societies imply that a dramatic increase in the incidence of wounds including infected and chronic 
wounds is growing. 


OxyBand™ Studies & Demonstrated Results: 


All studies (in vitro, preclinical, clinical) used the FDA approved device (510k approval number K043063). OxyBand™ 
is a multilayer wound dressing that keeps out water, dirt and germs, and supplies oxygen to the wound. It is 
designed to be applied directly over clean skin or wounds for up to 5 days. A study has shown that oxygen levels 
rise steadily over a wound area for the first few hours and then maintain at elevated levels through 5 days as long 
as the dressing remains intact and secure around the perimeter.


The present study evaluated the efficacy of oxygen in OxyBand™ on Neutrophil Mediated killing of Acinetobacter 
baumannii has been seen in wounded soldiers treated since the beginning of OIF and OEF. Multi Drug Resistant 
Acinetobacter and Acinetobacter Baumannii organisms were the most frequently recovered gram-negative isolate 
from war wounds and the second most frequent bacterium causing bloodstream infection in US Marines with 
extremity wounds during the Vietnam War. 


Resistant Wound Infections 


Wound infections remain the most common complication of trauma, including surgery. They lead to delayed as 
well as impaired healing and excess cost. Injuries in military personnel carry a particularly high risk of infection. 
Despite ongoing introduction of more powerful antibiotics, the rate of antibiotic resistance continues to increase. 
Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) strains, Acinetobacter baumannii and other bacteria-demonstrating multiple antibiotic 
resistant are becoming epidemic. Resistance to infection for Staph aureus in particular has been shown to be 
dependent upon sufficient oxygen to allow phagocytic killing. Development of resistance to oxidative bacterial 
killing has not been described previously. Acinetobacter baumannii, classified as an opportunistic, Gram-negative 
coccobacillus although primarily considered a respiratory contaminant that may cause pneumonia or sepsis in 
civilian life, wound infections with acinetobacter have been an increasingly recognized problem for injured military 
personnel, particularly those with burns 


and wounds caused by explosives. Acinetobacter is naturally sensitive to a small range of antibiotics, and reports 
of resistance are increasing. It has been suggested that Acinetobacter is another bacterium that requires oxidative 
killing by neutrophils, but this impression also has not been systematically investigated. 


The present study investigates the efficacy of increasing levels of oxygen present in OxyBand™ to prevent 
and treat Acinetobacter by examining the oxygen-dependence of neutrophil-mediated killing of Acinetobacter 
baumannii, in vitro.


The impact of increasing oxygen concentrations in infections, led OxyBand™  scientists and University of 
California San Francisco medical school physicians to ask whether increased oxygen tension would affect 
Neutrophil Mediated Killing of Acinetobacter baumannii. This laboratory trial was conducted at The University of 
California San Francisco, School of Medicine, and consisted of an in vitro study to determine whether the effect of 
higher oxygen tension would increase the Neutrophil Mediated killing of Acinetobacter baumannii. The results, are 
positive in vitro, and warrant testing clinically and in the field.


Study Methods


Acinetobacter baumannii were cultured and grown in a variety of growth media to optimize growth rate, viability and 
predictable concentration. Human neutrophils (PMN) were then isolated using the Histopaque gradient technique 
and their concentration, viability and bactericidal activity were determined. An apparatus was built to allow for 
control of temperature and oxygen concentration while mixing PMNs and bacteria for various lengths of time to 
measure their bactericidal activity. 


After determining the growth rate of Acinetobacter baumannii and stationary phase concentrations in broth, the 
chamber was built to mix the PMNs and bacteria. This involved maintaining a humidified environment where 
the partial pressure of oxygen could be varied from 10mmHg through >600mmHg while maintaining a constant 
temperature of 37C. The chamber was configured to allow constant stirring to ensure good mixing and enable 
rapid gas exchange between the liquid environment of the reaction and the gas environment of the chamber. 
Additionally, the apparatus allowed researchers rapid access to remove bacterial samples at various time points 
without disturbing the environment. After the chamber was designed, built and tested, PMNs were isolated from 
human volunteers, and then the viability and bactericidal activity were tested. Samples were taken from the 
reaction at various time points and at various oxygen tensions to determine viability and the bactericidal efficacy 
of PMNs at those environments. After adapting the protocol for Acinetobacter the protocol was repeated 3 times.


CONCLUSION


The study presented demonstrates from a basic science standpoint that oxygen plays a critical role 
in resistance to infection by bacteria such as Acinetobacter baumannii. From a clinical standpoint, 
with significant military relevance, the study demonstrates that topical oxygen, OxyBand™, may be 
useful in treating or preventing infections by bacteria such as Acinetobacter present in traumatic 
and combat wounds. OxyBand™ is an easy to apply topical oxygen dressing that can deliver high 
levels of oxygen for up to 5 days. It requires no external oxygen source and can be stored for 
prolonged periods in a simple foil wrapper. Preliminary studies demonstrate that it maintains 
surface oxygen levels over a wound sufficient to enhance neutrophil bacterial killing for up to 
5 days. It can be manufactured in any size, including small enough to be carried in a soldier’s 
backpack, and large enough to treat burn wounds over significant body surface area. OxyBand™ 
may be beneficial in preventing or treating infection/contamination with Acinetobacter and MRSA, 
it will have a tremendous potential for widespread military use. It is small enough to replace the 
dressing currently supplied for all troops, and should have significantly more efficacy in healing 
superficial wounds (thermal and chemical burns, rope burns, scrapes, and de-gloving injuries, for 
example) and returning injured personnel to active duty. 
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RESULTS


Table 1 (Selected Results) 


Table 1, shows a trend toward higher oxygen tension effecting the PMN killing of Acinetobacter baumannii 
in vitro The data shows PMNs with 100% oxygen results in a greater reduction in CFU’s of Acinetobacter 
than with 21% oxygen and with 0% Oxygen at 30 minutes, after 1 hour and after 2 hours.


These data confirm that PMNs kill Acinetobacter baumannii in an oxygen dependent fashion. Results 
suggest there is a beneficial effect of increasing oxygen tension on neutrophil mediated killing 
of Acinetobacter baumannii. From these data a clinical trial of wounds in clinical settings and in 
combat situations seems indicated.  


DISCUSSION


Wounds and burns remain a common experience of military personnel, whether on active duty or 
retired. Major injuries clearly cause significant morbidity and mortality, but the morbidity from even 
minor injuries may also be high, particularly if the wounds become infected. Infection of superficial 
wounds, particularly burn wounds, with Acinetobacter baumannii has become a significant problem 
that delays return of military personnel to active duty – or to activities of daily living. Acinetobacter is 
frequently resistant to multiple antibiotics. Topical antibiotics tend to impair epithelization, and thus 
have somewhat limited value. Topical oxygen, however, appears to enhance epithelization. 


Oxygen is important in wound healing, and there is a need to find technology to deliver increased 
concentrations to superficial wounds. OxyBand™ as has been shown during in vitro and clinical trials 
to: increase PO2 and sustain increased PO2 in full thickness wounds over time; to accelerate the speed 
of epithelialization in partial thickness wounds compared to placebo and standard of care; reduce 
inflammation and decrease pain. 


This investigation was initiated to determine whether increasing oxygen concentrations could 
enhance bacterial kill rates for Acinetobacter baumannii that has become important in combat infected. 
These in vitro results combined with prior findings about the use of topical O2 provided by OxyBand™ 
warrant immediate field testing.


Mark Rollins, MD, PhD; • Joseph Tonna, MD, University of California San Francisco School of Medicine, San Francisco, CA and OxyBand Technologies Inc., San Francisco, CA; • Amie Franklin, PhD, OxyBand Technologies Inc., San Francisco, CA; • Stanley Poulos, MD, Plastic Surgery Specialists, Marin General Hospital, Greenbrae, CA 
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The OxyBand™ FDA 510(K) device has been shown to speed wound 
healing by delivering high concentrations of oxygen directly to the 
wound bed. In addition to significantly speeding healing, human clinical 
trials have demonstrated significant decrease in pain and exudate. 
Preliminary to instituting a USAISR clinical trial on donor site wounds, 
with the hypothesis that treating with the OxyBand™ device will result in 
faster healing than the standard of care dressing, Xeroform™. OxyBand 
specification is a hydrocolloid interface. This preliminary trial was 
conducted to evaluate the OxyBand Hydrocolloid compared to the standard 
of care, Xeroform™.


Methods   


13 healthy human volunteers, after obtaining appropriate informed 
consent, received identical burns on opposite extremities. Each subject 
served as his or her own control. Wounds were produced with an erbium 
laser set to an ablation depth of 250 microns. This depth was selected 
as approximately equal to a 10/10000-inch thickness donor site wound. 
Wounds were treated with either OxyBand™, Hydrocolloid device, or 
Xeroform™ randomly assigned and covered with a sterile 4x4 gauze 
dressing.


The study cohort was divided into 2 groups, dressing change every 4 days 
and dressing change every 5 days with follow up wound evaluation, to 
confirm the optimal wear time. OxyBand™ is a multilayer wound dressing 
that keeps out water, dirt and germs, and supplies oxygen to the wound. 
OxyBand™ is designed to be applied directly over clean skin or wounds and 
received its FDA 510 (k) clearance for wear time up to 5 days. A study has 
shown that upon attaching the dressing over a test plate, oxygen levels rise 
steadily over the device area for the first few hours and then maintain at 
elevated levels through 5 days as long as the dressing remains intact and 
secure around the perimeter. The FDA approves providing oxygen for 5 days 
of continuous use. Group 1 (subjects 1-6) wounds were evaluated on Days 
4 and 8, and in Group 2 (subjects 7-13) the wounds were evaluated on Day 
5, when the OxyBand™ dressing was removed. After Day 5, wounds were 
evaluated daily without additional treatment and compared to Xeroform™. 
The poster presents the results from comparison of the pain scores during 
dressing changes and evaluation of wounds on Days 4 and 8 for six subjects 
in Group 2, Protocol 1, and Day 5 for 7 subjects in Group 2, Protocol 2. The 
data below was collected however the graphs show a significant difference 
in pain between the two groups.  


Days of Healing • Pain • Redness • Exudate • Cosmetic Appearance


OxyBand HydrOcOllOid clinical Study


The OxyBand™ FDA 510(k) has been shown to speed wound healing by delivering high 
concentrations of oxygen directly to the wound bed. The USAISR is scheduled to onduct a clinical 
trial on donor site wounds, with the hypothesis that treating with OxyBand will result in faster 
healing than the standard of care dressing, Xeroform™. OxyBand specification is a hydrocolloid 
interface. A pilot study was conducted prior to the USAISR clinical trial to evaluate the OxyBand 
Hydrocolloid compared to the standard of care, Xeroform™. 


Methods 


13 healthy human volunteers received identical burns on opposite extremities. The wounds were 
induced with an erbium laser set to an ablation depth of 250 microns. This depth was selected as 
approximately equal to a 10/10000 inch thickness donor site wound. One wound was treated with 
the OxyBand Hydrocolloid and the other with Xeroform™ and covered with a 4x4 gauze. The 
study cohort was divided into 2 groups, 4 day, and 5 day, follow up, to confirm optimal wear time. 
OxyBand is cleared by the FDA for up to 5 days. Group 1, Subjects 1-6 wounds were evaluated on 
day 4 and day 8, and Group 2, Subjects 7-13 wounds were evaluated on day 5, when the OxyBand 
dressing was removed. After day 5, wounds were evaluated daily without additional treatment 
and compared to Xeroform for, Day of Healing, Pain, Redness and Exudate. In addition, acute 
scaring, “tattooing”, and other cosmetic differences were also evaluated.  


cOncluSiOnS


• The pre clinical trial of OxyBand™, 
a new hydrocolloid oxygen dressing 
for donor sites, showed that wounds 
healed more quickly than with the 
traditional method, Xeroform™.


• Patients experienced 10 times 
less pain than with the traditional 
method, Xeroform™ and also 
experienced enhanced patient 
satisfaction.


Group 1 (N=6) Perceived Pain Day 8 Dressing Change;  
OxyBand™ Vs. Xeroform™ (24 data Points)


• Results show, subjects felt 10 times less pain for wounds treated with OxyBand™ than the same subject 
with wounds treated with Xeroform™ on the first dressing change POD 4, 4 days after surgical wounds.


• Results show on Day 8, there was 6 times less pain for OxyBand™ wounds compared to Xeroform™ 
wounds on POD 8, 8 days after surgical wounds. 


Group Two (N =7) Perceived Pain Day 5 Dressing Change OxyBand™ vs. Xeroform™ 


• Results show for each subject, wounds treated with OxyBand™ felt 10 times less pain than the same subject 
for wounds treated with Xeroform™ on POD 5 for First Dressing Change 5 Days after Surgical Wounds. 


Stanley Poulos Md, Plastic Surgery Specialists, and Marin General Hospital, Greenbrae ca. amie Franklin, Phd, OxyBand technologies inc., San Francisco, ca. Stanley Poulos Md, Plastic Surgery Specialists, and Marin General Hospital, Greenbrae ca. amie Franklin, Phd, OxyBand technologies inc., San Francisco, ca.


Pre clinical trial, the Efficacy of OxyBand™ Hydrocolloid device compared  
to xeroform™ on laser induced donor Sites in Healthy Volunteers


OxyBand™ Hydrocolloid delivery System vs. xeroform™:   
accelerated Healing and less Pain 
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BACKGROUND: Hyperbaric oxygen has been shown to be effective in improving 
healing in selected clinical conditions. Similarly, local oxygen delivery has been shown 
to provide a stimulus to healing in a manner similar to hyperbaric oxygen. The exact 
mechanism of effect remains an open question for both technologies. Chronic wounds 
represent a significant problem for both patients and health care delivery systems, and 
the changing demographics of most developed societies imply that a dramatic increase 
in the incidence of chronic wounds will soon appear. The absence of a single 
therapeutic target in chronic wounds has made the treatment of these conditions almost 
entirely empiric in nature. It is common to develop a technology for chronic wounds and 
to test the efficacy in patients suffering burn injury. It is only recently that a conceptual 
link has been developed to describe how burns and chronic wounds may be sufficiently 
similar in nature to allow for the transfer of knowledge on therapies to occur between 
what would otherwise be considered conceptually distinct disease processes. That link 
is the presence of biofilms in both types of lesions. Recent data indicate that anaerobic 
bacteria are significant components of biofilms in both chronic wounds and burns. Local 
oxygen therapy carries the potential benefit of not only providing oxygen to allow for 
cellular migration into an otherwise non-healing area, but also presents a treatment that 
will be toxic to the bacteria largely responsible for the biofilms that inhibit healing. 
AIM: Develop a practical oxygen delivery system that is independent of any active 
source of oxygen and illustrate its ability to improve wound healing. The delivery system 
is an FDA approved (510k) device. 
MATERIALS: All studies (in vitro, preclinical, clinical) used the FDA approved device 
(510k approval number K043063). The description of the device is taken from the 
approval:”OxyBand is a multilayer wound dressing that keeps out water, dirt and germs, 
and supplies oxygen to the wound. It is designed to be applied directly over clean skin 
or wounds for up to 5 days. A study has shown that upon attaching the dressing over a 
test plate, oxygen levels rise steadily over the device area for the first few hours 
and then maintain at elevated levels through 5 days as long as the dressing 
remains intact and secure around the perimeter.” 
METHODS: (Detailed information on each method is available from OxyBand and 
contact information appears above.) Briefly, clinical case series studies were carried out 
at Univ Calif San Diego on recalcitrant wounds. A second clinical trial on laser induced 
injury and healing was carried out on 19 patients each receiving two wounds measuring 
1x1 inch in size and 100 microns in depth. Each patient received both placebo and 
OxyBand in a randomized pattern. Preclinical testing was performed according to 
accepted guidelines using a porcine model with real-time oxygen measures. Full 
thickness wounds were used (as illustrated, next column) and the combination of 
hyperbaric oxygen and local oxygen delivery were monitored using standard oxygen 
measures. In vitro analysis (not illustrated) of the role of local oxygen delivery on 
enhanced bacterial killing by silver was measured using standard culture methods 
against multiple strains of MRSA and Pseudomonas species. 
RESULTS: The results indicate that the use of the OxyBand Dressing was associated 
with healing in patients with longstanding lower limb ulcers. Re-epithelialization 
occurred in less than one month in all patients. Laser induced injury showed less pain, 
less erythema, and shorter healing times than placebo controls. Preclinical data support 
the concept of sustained delivery seen in vitro. Bacteria commonly associated with 
biofilm formation, i.e., Pseudomonas species and Methicillin resistant Staphylococcus 
aureus, demonstrate enhanced destruction by silver in the presence of local oxygen 
delivery. 


Conclusion 


The in vitro and ex vivo evidence derived from these data indicate that local 
oxygen delivery can be beneficial by interacting with biochemical 
sequences involved in healing while interfering with bacteria capable of 
causing biofilms. 


 Clinical Results 


Representative References 


Results: Preclinical studies 


Summary 


Abstract 


•  In vitro data indicate that the technology provides oxygen in a continuous fashion for up 
to 5 days. 


•  Microbiological assays in vitro demonstrate enhanced antimicrobial effect of silver ions 
by the use of the OxyBand technology. 


•  Preclinical studies illustrate an enhanced delivery of oxygen in vivo after hyperbaric 
oxygen in a porcine model. 


•  OxyBand was associated with successful treatment of recalcitrant wounds in a case 
series of lesions of varied etiologies. 


•  A randomized acute wound study using laser induced lesions resulted in earlier re-
epithelialization of induced wounds with decreased exudate and decreased pain with 
OxyBand vs placebo. 


Next steps: Technology selection 


# Contact information: 
A Franklin PhD 
OxyBand Technologies Inc. 
amie.franklin@oxyband.com 
7616 Currell Boulevard 
Suite 249 
Woodbury, MN, 55125 
651 264 3095 (Office) 
651 286 0911(Fax) 
415 302 9713 (Cell) 
www.oxyband.com  


OxyBand Technologies: Local oxygen therapy and wound healing 


Methods: Patented technology platforms include a variety of designs and production 
methods. Correlation with outcomes represents a logical next sequence in technology 
enhancement.  


Porcine vaginal mucosal 
tissue explants. 


Goldman RJ. Hyperbaric oxygen therapy for wound healing and limb salvage. Phys 
Med Rehab (2009) 1:471-489. 


Wolcott RD, Cox SB, Dowd SE. Healing and healing rates of chronic wounds in the age 
of molecular pathogen diagnostics. J Wound Care (2010) 19:272-280.  


Preclinical studies were carried out using a porcine full thickness wound model (left 
image). Oxygen delivery using one of the OxyBand configurations was carried out 
into the wounds (center image). Oxygen measurements were made in situ for each 
wound as a function of time.(right image above, graph below) 


Randomized trial Case series 


Comparative oxygen levels as a function of 
local oxygen delivery 


In a series of 19 patients, two wounds, each 1x1 
inch and 100 microns deep were produced by 
laser and monitored for re-epithelialization (solid 
lines above) and exudate production (ordinal 
scale, solid bars above). Exudate production 
ended sooner for OxyBand and the rate of re-
epithelialization was greater at 6 days for 
OxyBand than Placebo. 








Effect of High Oxygen Level on Antimicrobial Efficacy of Silver 
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THE HEALING POWER OF O2!


Introduction 
!! Silver is widely used in topical gels and impregnated dressings as an antimicrobial 


for healing infected and chronic wounds. In vitro studies have demonstrated varied 


performance of silver dressings. Many in vitro studies have compared dressings 


however results between studies differ. In vitro methods for silver studies have 


differed and outcomes measured vary, causing the comparison of results to be 


difficult. Little clinical evidence is available to support results of in vitro studies. 


Clinically silver dressing performance has also varied.  


!! Silver has demonstrated minimal antimicrobial effect against common 


wound organisms such as Pseudomonas and E Coli in hypoxic 


environments until additional oxygen is added. Bioactivation and thus 


antimicrobial efficacy of silver may be dependent on oxygen to convert silver into 


the antimicrobial cation Ag+.  


!! Since infected and chronic wounds are typically hypoxic, the efficacy of current 


treatments with silver might be improved by increasing the oxygen level in the 


wound.  OxyBand Wound Dressing has been shown to increase PO2 in wounds. 


The present study was conducted to determine whether additional oxygen (the % 


oxygen in OxyBand) improves the antimicrobial efficacy of silver (silver nitrate 


AgNO3) on two clinical isolates, Pseudomonas aeruginosa and methicillin-


resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) both common in wounds.  


Results 


Conclusion 
!! The results of the present study demonstrate 80% Oxygen combined with Silver (Silver Nitrate) is more 


effective as an antimicrobial against MRSA and Pseudomonas in vitro, than Silver (Silver Nitrate) at either 


hypoxic (5%) or ambient air (21%) levels of Oxygen. These results suggest there is an additive effect of higher 


levels of Oxygen to Silver Nitrate in treating MRSA and Pseudomonas. The clinical significance of these 


results could be very important in the treatment of infected and chronic wounds which are often hypoxic. The 


results suggest a combination treatment of Silver and high levels of oxygen may perform better as an 


antimicrobial than silver alone. More studies are needed to determine clinical results and with other wound 


pathogens.  


Methods 


!! Cultures of two isolates were grown on TSA+ blood (TSAB) plates.  Plated 


cultures were transferred into flasks of 100 ml TSA broth until cell density 


approximately matching a 0.5 McFarland standard, ~ 108 CFU/ml of cells. Five ml 


aliquots test tubes were treated with either AgNO3 (0.5% final conc.) or sterile PBS 


and placed into vented canisters with free flowing 5:90:5, 21:74:5, or 80:15:5 


(O2:N2:CO2) gas (5%, 21%, 80% O2). Canisters were placed into 37°C orbital 


shaking incubators set to 135 RPM. At 0.5, 2, 4, 6, and 24 hrs, 0.5 ml of the 


cultures were centrifuged, and resuspended in 0.85% sodium chloride, 1% 


polysorbate 20, and 0.1% sodium thioglycolate solutions and cultures were drop-


dilution plated (5 replicate 10 µl drops/ dilution) to determine the effect of the 


AgNOB3B and OB2. Cultures were assayed for ATP using an Invitrogen ATP, 


luciferin-luciferace kit to determine differences in cellular ATP concentrations, 


assayed suspension fluid/medium, pre-lysed cells from all cultures for Ambient 


ATP concentration and lysis solution were lysed to determine total ATP 


concentration. 


!! The graphs show inhibition of MRSA and Pseudomonas isolates treated with Silver (0.5% AgNO3) and 80% 


Oxygen compared to 0.5% AgNO3 and 5% and 21% Oxygen and 50µl 1x PBS and varying concentrations of 


oxygen. Results are an average of about five replicates 10 ml drops of AgNO3 or PBS treated culture.  


!! For MRSA treated with Silver Nitrate and 80% Oxygen there was a  > 5-log drop when compared to the growth 


of the PBS-treated cells by the end of 24 hrs, with most of the cell reduction occurring in the latter 19 hrs 


compared to the Silver Nitrate and 5% and 21% Oxygen that exhibited a 1 log difference. 


!! For Pseudomonas treated with Silver Nitrate and 80% Oxygen there was an immediate (within 30 minutes) 


and a sustained kill of the Pseudomonas compared to the Pseudomonas treated with Silver Nitrate and 5% 


Oxygen, the Pseudomonas was not killed and with 21% Oxygen the Pseudomonas came back or quiescent 


and began to come back at 4 hours.  
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THE HEALING POWER OF O2 


The efficacy of an oxygen (O2) reservoir wound dressing, OxyBandTM, on  accelerating wound 
healing was compared to a placebo air filled dressing in a randomized controlled double blind 
trial (RCDT). Healing, 100% Epithelialization, pain, redness and inflammation were measured 
on standardized burn wounds of  healthy volunteer subjects. A previous study comparing the 
efficacy of OxyBandTM to a standard dressing, TegadermTM.  OxyBand treated wounds had a 
significantly greater reduction in mean wound diameter by 40% on day three (including the day 
of the laser procedure) 40% and on day seven by 3.49 mm + 0.27 at p < .001 on day 7 
compared to the TegadermTM treated wounds with a reduction 5.00 to 2.65 mm in diameter. 
The present clinical study was an RCDT trial that compared OxyBandTM dressing (95 + 5% O2)  
to a placebo (identical dressing) an air filled (21% O2) on standardized on 38, 1” by 1” wounds 
of subjects who served as their own control. OxyBand treated wounds healed significantly 
faster than placebo treated wounds with less pain redness and Exudate. The mean time to 
healing for all OxyBand treated wounds was 6.2 days + 0.9 compared to placebo treated 
wounds with a mean healing time of 8.8 days + 0.7. Accelerating healing is critical in healing 
burns, combat wounds and other wounds. OxyBand treated wounds were also perceived to be 
less pain.  


Research in oxygen and wound healing has shown that oxygen is essential for 
tissue repair including angiogenesis, collagen synthesis, epithelialization, wound 
contraction, and to prevent infections. Research in animals and in humans has 
demonstrated that the basic physiology of wound healing is oxygen dependent, and 
several aspects of the healing process are accelerated with higher oxygen levels. 
For example, collagen synthesis is enhanced under hyperoxic conditions.  
Angiogenesis, on the other hand, appears to be stimulated by both a hypoxic tissue 
gradient, with new capillaries extending in the direction of lower oxygen 
concentration, and by hyperoxic conditions.  
Oxygen treatment in the form of hyperbaric oxygen (HBOT) has become a standard 
treatment for non healing wounds. Topical oxygen treatment has not become 
standard because until the clinical studies described in this poster there were not 
reported results from randomized controlled double blind trials on topical oxygen. 
Topical oxygen if effective in wound healing, would be more cost effective, 
accessible, and not pose the same risks that are associated with HBOT. The RCDT 
described compared the efficacy of OxyBandTM to Placebo in accelerating wound 
healing, reducing pain, redness and exudate. A previous study demonstrated that 
OxyBandTM accelerated wound healing compared to TegadermTM. 


Nineteen male and female healthy volunteers received standardized 100 micron and 
25 micron thermal coagulation, 1” by 1” laser burns on the upper aspect of the left 
and the right arm. Subjects served as their own control. Wounds on the right or left 
arm of each subject was dressed by random assignment with either the OxyBandTM 
dressing (95% oxygen + 5% oxygen) or the placebo dressing (air filled, 21% 
oxygen).  
Wounds were evaluated by two board-certified plastic surgeons experienced in 
wound care, assisted by two trained nurse practitioners on day 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 & 10.  
Wounds were also evaluated for redness and exudate on a scale of 1-5.  Subjects 
were asked to assess their own pain on a scale of 1-5 and wounds. Percent 
epithelialization by two plastic surgeons (0% to 100%) and photographed. After 
evaluation of scar appearance at 30 days, the study was unblinded.  


The poster presents the results from an RCDB study 
evaluating the efficacy of OxyBandTM (O2) dressing to 
accelerate healing of standardized partial thickness 
wounds compared to an identical placebo (air filled) 
dressing. The results show that OxyBandTM significantly 
accelerated wound healing as measured by 100% 
epithelialization compared to placebo, with a correlative 
decrease in pain, redness and exudate. The efficacy of 
OxyBandTM was tested previously against a standard of 
care dressing, TegadermTM on standardized partial 
thickness burn wounds and showed the rate of wound 
healing, as measured by the reduction in size of the burn 
wound, was significantly greater in wounds treated with 
OxyBandTM compared to wounds treated with 
TegadermTM. Together these results strongly suggest that 
OxyBandTM significantly accelerates wound healing of 
partial thickness wounds compared to both standard of 
care and placebo. The potential benefits to combat 
casualty care for treating burns and other wounds is 
significant. Further studies are warranted. 
* References upon request.  


Photograph 1, A & B, shows wounds on both arms of a subject on day 4, day 1 counted as the day of surgery, as example, the wound randomly assigned 
OxyBandTM is 95% epithelialized and the placebo treated wound is not epithelialized to the same extent. Photograph 2, A & B, show the OxyBand treated 
wound of another subject with significantly less exudate than placebo treated wound on day 2. The visual Table 1 presents the mean scores for epithelialization 
(1% - 100%), exudate (1 – 5 point scale), redness (1 – 5 point scale) and pain (1 – 5 point scale) for all nineteen subjects who completed the study. Subjects 
reported significantly less pain with OxyBandTM treated wounds and had significantly less redness and exudate than placebo treated wounds. The primary 
endpoint for the study was 100% epithelialization. By day five, 5 out of 19 OxyBand treated wounds reached 100% Epithelialization (Table 2). By day 6 this 
number increased to 10 and by day 7, all of the OxyBand treated wounds were 100% epithelialized. No placebo treated wounds were 100% epithelialized on 
day 7. Placebo treated wounds reached 100% epithelialization on day 10. A significant difference was found between the time to 100% Epithelialization at p<.
001 OxyBandTM wounds were 100% epithelialized in a 6.2 days + 0.9 compared to placebo treated wounds which were 100% epithelialized in TM 8.8 days + 
0.7. These results support the results from the previous study comparing the efficacy of OxyBandTM wound dressing to a standard of care, TegadermTM that 
showed OxyBandTM treated wounds healed significantly faster than standard of care TegadermTM treated wounds, day 3, OxyBandTM wounds were 65%    
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Oxy/P Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9 Day 10 


OxyBand 0 0 5 10 19 19 19 19 


Placebo 0 0 0 0 0 7 16 19 


Table 2: Cumulative Subjects Fully Epithelialized 


Table 1: Mean Epithelialization, Exudate, Redness and Pain for OxyBandTM vs. Placebo 
Day 3 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9 Day 10 


Treatment Oxy-
Band Placebo Oxy-


Band Placebo Oxy-
Band Placebo Oxy-


Band Placebo Oxy-
Band Placebo Oxy-


Band Placebo Oxy-
Band Placebo 


(N) Number of Wounds 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 


Mean Epithelialization 13% 0% 31% 14% 92% 63% 100% 67% 100% 87% 100% 94% 100% 100% 


Mean Exudate Score 1.21 2.42 0.50 1.50 0.32 1.21 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 


Mean Redness Score 1.89 3.05 1.67 2.83 0.84 2.37 0.23 0.95 0.11 0.53 0.00 0.43 0.00 0.75 


Mean Pain Score 0.84 2.32 0.50 1.33 0.32 0.83 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 


epithelialized compared to TegadermTM treated wounds which were 25% epithelialized, by day 7, 
OxyBandTM treated wounds were 91% epithelialized compared to TegadermTM treated wounds  
which were only 72% epithelialized. 


Photograph 1:  
Epithelialization of Wounds; OxyBandTM Vs. Placebo  


Photo 1A: OxyBandTM Treated Photo 1B: Placebo Treated 


Photograph 2:  
Wound Exudate Levels; OxyBand Vs. Placebo 


Photo 2A: OxyBandTM Treated Photo 1B: Placebo Treated 
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Oxygenated Hydrocolloid Dressing Pilot Study 
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The Healing Power Of Oxygen 


Benefits 
Accelerates Healing 
Reduced pain 
Easy to apply 
Easy to remove 


OxyBand FDA 510(K) Clearance 


Features 
Controlled Oxygen Delivery 
Conformal 
Scalable Delivery Platform 
Variable Adhesion Options 


Concept  
Development 


Over 36 Patents 


OxyBand™ Receives 
FDA Clearance  


Gen-1 


OxyBand™ Demonstrates 
Faster Healing 


OxyBand™ Optimize Delivery 
System - Hydrocolloid System 


Oxy-Band™ Anti-
Microbial 


Xeroform 5 days Oxyband 5 days 


A Clinical Study Evaluating OxyBand Hydrocolloid Healing Time, Pain, Swelling, Drainage & Redness Vs. Xeroform On Standardized Wounds 


The OxyBand oxygen diffusion dressing has been shown to speed wound healing by 
delivering high concentrations of oxygen directly to the wound bed.  This dressing has 
FDA 510(k) clearance. A clinical evaluation will be conducted at the USAISR using this 
product on human burn patient donor site wounds, with the hypothesis that treating with 
OxyBand will result in faster healing than the standard of care dressing, Xeroform.  The 
OxyBand for this specification is a hydrocolloid interface with polyurethane areas for 
diffusion of oxygen into the wound bed.  All of the OxyBand materials are deemed safe 
by the FDA.  An initial clinical study was conducted prior to the USAISR clinical trial to 
evaluate the OxyBand Hydrocolloid compared to the standard of care, Xeroform. 


Methods: 13 healthy human volunteers received identical burns on opposite 
extremities. The wounds were induced with an erbium laser set to an ablation depth of 
250 microns. This depth was selected as approximately equal to a 10/10000 inch 
thickness donor site wound. One wound was treated with the OxyBand Hydrocolloid 
and the other with Xeroform and covered with a 4x4 gauze.  


The study cohort was divided into 2 groups, 4 day, and 5 day, follow up, to confirm 
optimal wear time. OxyBand is FDA 510(k) for up to 5 days. Group 1, Subjects 1-6 
wounds were evaluated on day 4 and day 8, and Subjects 7-13 wounds were evaluated 
on day 5 when the OxyBand dressing was removed and after removal, 
wounds were evaluated daily without treatment. Wounds were evaluated and compared 
for, Day of Healing, Pain, Redness and Exudate.  In addition, acute scaring, 
“tattooing”, and other cosmetic differences were evaluated.  Result showed no tattooing 
after treatment and at follow up with OxyBand treatment.   
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Conclusions 


Results 


With IACUC approval, 8 standardized full thickness 


wounds were created on the back of 2 pigs (one 


normobaric control, one HBOT).  The wounds 


were covered with either thin film (4 per pig) or 


OxyBandTM (4 per pig) dressings. Oxygen levels at 


4+/-2mm depth within the wound exudate were 


measured 3, 8, 11.5, 14, and 16 hours after 


dressing placement and 15 min, 2, 6, and 12 


hours after HBOT using polarographic 


microelectrodes. 
 


With the pigs intubated and anesthetized (FiO2 


1.0), the PO2 ranged from 81-106 mmHg under 


the control dressing and 160-228 mm Hg under 


the test dressing.   PO2 was 256-260 mmHg 


under both dressings 15 min after HBOT.  At 2-12 


hours after HBOT, PO2 was 89-125 mmHg under 


the control dressing and 245-263 mmHg under 


the test dressing. 


The benefits of hyperbaric oxygen 


therapy (HBOT) for wound healing are 


well established and result from the 


oxidant effects of oxygen and biologic 


processes for which oxygen is a rate-


limiting step.  Although the major 


benefits of HBOT clearly result from 


systemic oxygen delivery, the potential 


benefits of topical oxygen are also of 


interest.  We therefore evaluated an 


oxygen reservoir dressing (OxyBandTM) 


for its ability to maintain elevated levels 


of dissolved oxygen (PO2) in wounds 


after HBOT. The oxygen is stored in 


between an occlusive upper layer and a 


lower permeable film, which allows the 


dressing to supersaturate the wound 


fluid with regenerative oxygen for days at 


a time. 


Introduction Methods 


 


 


The OxyBandTM reservoir dressing maintained 


elevated wound oxygen levels after HBOT, 


demonstrating that the dressing was able to 


replenish oxygen levels as it was consumed 


locally. Potential synergies of providing the 


systemic benefits of HBOT and extending the local 


benefits of hyperoxia using an on-demand oxygen 


reservoir dressing warrants further investigation.  


Oxygen Reservoir Dressing Sustains Elevated Wound 


pO2 After Hyperbaric Oxygen Treatment 
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OBJECTIVE: Assess the effectiveness of a new oxygen diffusion 
dressing (OxyBand) compared to standard Xeroform gauze dressings.  
Time to healing was the major endpoint Pain scores and cosmetic


Abstract Objective


Objective: 


Results


• 20 patients were enrolled; 17 completed the study
• Of the 3 who did not, 2 did not require 2 donor sites at time Time to healing was the major endpoint.  Pain scores and cosmetic 


outcome were also assessed. 


METHODS: Prospective, randomized, patient-controlled study of burn 
patients undergoing  harvesting of two donor sites.  Patients were 
followed for 30-45 days to determine the time to re-epithelialization, 


ti d i d i h li S bj t d lt b


• To evaluate the OxyBand’s efficacy in comparison with our 
usual donor site dressing on time to healing (90% confluent 
epithelialization, in judgment of staff surgeon)


• Secondary endpoints: pain, cosmesis, ease of application  


, q
of surgery and 1 was lost to follow-up (after completion of 
successful healing)
• Of the 17 patients: 


• Mean TBSA = 9.1%
• Mean age = 35 yearscosmetic appearance, and pain during healing.  Subjects were adult burn 


patients with less than 30% TBSA (total body surface area) burn 
admitted to the US Army Burn Center who required excision and grafting 
of their wounds.  20 patients were enrolled, of which 17 completed the 
study. Patients underwent harvest of split thickness skin graft in the usual 
fashion with one donor wound dressed with OxyBand and the other 


Hypothesis: The mean healing time for wounds treated with 
the OxyBand  dressing will be less than the mean healing time 
for wounds treated with the Xeroform dressing


Mean age  35 years
• 7 military and 10 civilians
• 14 males and 3 females


• Mean time to wound healing for OxyBand = 9.4±1.7 days 
(range 6-12); for Xeroform = 12.4±2.7 days (range 8-20) 
(p<0 01)y


dressed in Xeroform gauze.  Wounds were inspected and photographed 
on postoperative days 4, 8, and then every 2 days until the donor 
wounds were healed, as determined by a staff burn surgeon or associate 
investigator.  Pain scores at each site were also collected at these visits 
(rated by patients on a scale from 0-10).  After both wounds were healed, 
patients were seen at a 30 45 day visit to photograph the wounds a final


Methods


Subjects: 


Example of donor site (skin harvesting) procedure.
(p<0.01).
• No infections
• 2 patients had blisters at final follow up visit at both sites
• Pain: lower in OxyBand site on all post-operative days (days 
4, 8, 10, 12) (p<0.05 for all timepoints)


N diff i ti f fi l h tpatients were seen at a 30-45 day visit to photograph the wounds a final 
time.  


RESULTS:   The average time to wound healing for Oxyband was 9.3 +/-
1.7 days, compared with Xeroform  12.4 +/- 2.7 days (p<0.001).  Pain 
scores were significantly lower (p<0.01) at the OxyBand site compared 


• Adult burn patients with total burn size (TBSA) < 30% 


• In need of excision and grafting


• Without critical illness or healing disorder (e.g.: ongoing 
mechanical ventilation vasoactive medications diabetes


Conclusions


• No difference in cosmetic appearance of final photos


to the Xeroform site for all measurement points during the healing period 
(postoperative days 4-12).  There was no difference in the cosmetic 
outcome of the wounds at 30-45 days postoperatively.


CONCLUSIONS: This study revealed a siginificant 3-day decrease in 
the time to healing with the OxyBand versus the Xeroform dressing.


mechanical ventilation, vasoactive medications, diabetes, 
peripheral vascular disease, corticosteroids, coagulopathy)


Study design: 


• Prospective, single-center, randomized, controlled, open-
label


In an open-label, prospective, randomized controlled trial of 2 
donor site dressings, the OxyBand oxygen-diffusing dressing 
outperformed the Xeroform dressing with respect to healing 
time and pain.  The reduction in healing time with the 
OxyBand dressing of 25% was clinically as well as statistically 


Introduction


Clinical Problem:


the time to healing with the OxyBand versus the Xeroform dressing.    label 


• Subjects served as their own controls, with comparison of 
simultaneously harvested donor sites on the opposite sides of 
the body (e.g., both anterior thighs)


D h t


Typical appearance of OxyBand dressing on a donor site. 


O y a d d ess g o 5% as c ca y as e as s a s ca y
significant .
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• Thermal injury: 10% of combat casualties from the current 
battlefield (OIF, OEF) have burns (Schmidt et al., Am Burn 
Assn 2012)


• Many of these patients require excision and skin grafting


Donor harvest: 


• Minimum 4 inches by 2 inches x 2 sides


• Goal depth 10/1000 inch; Zimmer air-powered dermatome


Study dressing:
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• In patients with major burns (>20%), wound healing is the 
key to survival (Nitzschke et al., Am Burn Assn 2012)


• Successful wound healing  survival


Study dressing: 


• OxyBand dressings supplied by the manufacturer  


• Secured to intact skin around the donor site by the adhesive 
edge of the dressing
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• Unsuccessful wound healing (wound failure)  death


• Donor site healing is often the limiting factor.  Inability to 
reharvest donor sites prevents a rapid pace of wound closure


• Replaced if non-adherent or leaky  


• Removed and site photographed on days 4, 8, and every 2 
days till healed


Control dressing: Application of Xeroform dressing to a donor site


Acknowledgements
Control dressing: 


• Xeroform gauze (3% bismuth tribromophenate and 
petrolatum) on fine mesh gauze 


• Trimmed as healing occurred underneath  Comment: Donor site as a model of wound healing


Application of Xeroform dressing to a donor site. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Brooke 
Army Medical Center, protocol ISR #H-09-008, BAMC #I.2009.080. 


USAISR performed this study as part of a Cooperative Research and 
Development Agreement (CRADA) with OxyBand, with funding from the 
U S Army Medical Research and Materiel Command Clinical Trials Task


Technology:


• OxyBandTM dressing (OxyBand Technologies, Woodbury, 
MN) was developed to provide local delivery of high 
concentrations of oxygen to healing wounds


• Bacitracin applied to assist with separation, beginning on 
post-operative day 14


Photo assessment: Blinded staff surgeon reviewed photos 
on days 30-45 and subjectively judged which side had better 


ti t


• Uniform wound depth


• Scheduled procedure with patient’s own consent


• Well-established healing rate
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Area.  OxyBand received additional funding from the U.S. Army Medical 
Materiel Agency (USAMMA).   
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• Directionally permeable, gas-emitting reservoir


• Like hyperbaric oxygen, without cost and risk


• Studies on standardized laser burn wounds showed faster 
h li ti d t l b


cosmetic outcome


Statistics: A power analysis concluded that 17 patients, 
providing 34 matched donor sites, would be required to 
demonstrate a difference in healing time with a confidence 
level of 95% Data were analyzed using SAS Continuous


• Can use identical paired sites


• Rate of healing provides an objective measure of dressing 
efficacy


• Decreased infection risk as a confounding factor compared
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The opinions or assertions contained herein are the private views of the healing time compared to a placebo


• 510K-approved by the FDA 


level of 95%.  Data were analyzed using SAS.   Continuous 
and score variables were compared by Wilcoxon Test.  All 
tests for significance were two-tailed with α = 0.05.     


Decreased infection risk as a confounding factor compared 
to traumatic injuries
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